
  Very Basic Overview for the Brain-Washed American Who Still Hasn’t Caught-On  . 

 There’s Far-More False Elements of the Holocaust & the World Wars Not Discussed In These 8 Pg; But Some Truths Are So Unimaginable You 

Can Learn Them Later.  Every topic mentioned can be proven with a vast amount of evidence.  

  

Into: The Germans built a whole city out in the forest of Treblinka, near the train depot. So large, it housed 1 million 

P.O.W.’s. which somehow happened to be All Jewish. Amazingly, after they used dynamite Treblinka was wiped off the 

Earth and nobody has ever been able to even find one little piece of concrete or wood – nothing; not even a spot cut out 

the forest large enough to house all the people, including thousands of Nazis’s living and working there. “obviously this 

camp’s fantasy” They gassed 1 million Jews to death “impossible if they had 20yrs.”[see pg.6]  and they buried the 

bodies.  However, the Soviets were closing-in. Therefore, the Nazi’s dug-up all the contaminated bodies and soil….all 1 

million bodies! Hereafter, they burnt all the bodies “Takes 3 hrs. to cremate 1 human” and they blew their ashes into 

the forest; wherefore, there’s no remains of their existence. “though, there should be proof they were real alive people 

w/names from pre-war, but there isn’t” Now the German rigged all of Treblinka with explosives and blew it up and 

that’s why we have no proof.  

- This is the official story from the World Jewish Organization of 1 million Jews 

murdered in the Holocaust, but Americans just listen to someone on T.V. say it’s true 

without actual evidence. “I feel the fool for once believing such a terrible lie.” 

 

 

 The Primarily Rothchild’s (& Rockefeller) Jewish & anti-Christian New World Order Invented the Word Conspiracy 

to Fool People and Brain-Washed Americans Who Simply Won’t Research Their Books Authors or Simply Use the 

Internet (still requires researching sources). The One Thing They Can’t Control Is the Internet. Nevertheless, They’ve Already 

Begun their Attack to Allow Only Sites They Own! Google is Ran by the Most Corrupt Mason/Jews of ALL. It’s 

Occurring Right-Now, We Must Stand Firm!   (they also began using the false word anti-Semitic and in Russia commenced the term 

racism) 

 I remember hearing individuals claim the Holocaust never happened and thinking they were crazy. (now I know they 

were far more intelligent than I at the time). Nonetheless, perpetrators of this lie have never even tried constructing a believable 

story; not even close to believable. What they put a magnanimous effort into, is simply claiming it happened, while 

disregarding their own genocide of 50+ million Christians in Russia (& East Europe) and the 70 million Christian killed in 

the World Wars which were completely orchestrated by the world jewish community. (primarily Lord Rothchild w/ his forced 

allies the House of Windsor).  The Holocaust is a disgusting lie ignoring the real holocausts against Christians. In one city of 

Russia the Jewish Bolsheviks enjoyed starving to death 5+million people (murdered tens-of-millions more). They took pictures 

of these skeleton like people and 20 yrs. Later actually claimed those were Jews dying of starvation & it was German 

Christians who committed the crime.  [also 1.5million German prisoner were taken captive at the end of WWII. Because they knew the truth and would  

     ruin this fantasy…..they were never heard from again. The Holocaust pics weren’t released until 1948 when the  

     plot of WWII was completely changed and taught entirely different in schools than it was before] 

 That’s f<%#@ng ridiculous!  How could anyone possibly get away with that! You need control of the 

government's bank then you can have 100% of media (& anything else you desire); like Hollywood in the U.S. 

e.g. → the USA cannot do anything at all, lest they ask the ‘Fed’ to borrow the money at an interest rate never disclosed to the public. All the money 

we hear about is debt money, entirely. 2017 California spent $22 billion on immigrants.    

* The Fed’s behind massive immigration for 2 reasons.    1).  Destroying unity reducing the chance the people will revolt against the gov./Fed  

 2). We didn’t truly spend 22 billion - THAT’S A LIE. This money was all 1st borrowed (for no reason, it’s our cash) and must be returned    

     w/interest. We probably spent more like $30 billion.   

 A highly recommended author for basic straightforward learning is M.S. King.  

        In 1933 when the World Jewish Community organization made the international Declaration of War, boasting they 

could win economically w/out weapons (which they had England & Americas militaries on stand-by, anyhow)  on Hitler and his wing 

of the German government it was commonly referred to as another Holy War just as The Great Holy War less than 20yrs 

prior. During the 1930’s (which even now anyone can obtain) newspapers in Britain would describe the declaration from 



the Jews as a Holy War against Christianity. The term was phased out by the outbreak of war except for the printed 

material heading to the Jewish communities. Germans were dying of hunger and many committed suicide; at least a 

couple hundred thousand for absolutely no reason. 

            As millions upon millions of Christians were brutally murdered in The Great War (WWI) and the high majority of 

people in the governments involved and citizens wanting an end to the war back in 1915 or 1916… it dragged on 

mercilessly until 6 major goals were completed. In 1916 the Germans had won and after being notified their enemies 

wanted to surrender, they offered peace terms of no terms being inflicted on their enemies, just peace.*such a thing never 

happened before in warfare! 

    The ending results of WWI (1) Fulfil Nathan Rothschild’s promise at the end of the Napoleonic Wars and end of the 

Tsar regime w/the Jewish Bolsheviks (Communists, otherwise known as Marxists or Zionists) implementing the 

Communist Soviet Union, taking control of a much larger population than their own kind and their first order was to have 

every priest throughout the land murdered, typically crucified (2) End of the Kaiser’s reign in Germany & the Jews were 

given control of the whole banking system w/half control of  government,  media, all food imports equaling 90% of 

Germany’s food and most other import/exports. (3) Fall of Ottoman Empire w/the most valuable land (strategically/oil or 

Christians&Arabs)  taken by the British because of the secret deal made with Jewish leaders to bring America into the war 

to fight in France while Britain conquers Palestine (which Napoleon [a freemason] lost after winning his initial battle in the Holy Land) (4) 

Habsburg regime long lasting power was eliminated along w/Austria-Hungary. The Habsburg family was (from the jewish 

point of view) a long-time enemy and target of the Jewish leaders. (5) The formation of a one-world government, the League 

of Nations. a long-term goal of the conspirators who perpetrated the war and was originally attempted after the 

Napoleonic Wars but Russian intervened against Nathan Rothschild’s wishes. (6) Sykes-Picot declaration between 

England and France. They would carve up the Middle East w/new boarders & countries broken down between French & 

British spheres of influence. 

 

Unbelievably, little-known FACT:  117 Zionist Jews, who one would think had no business to be present at the Treaty of 

Versaille in 1919 which officially ended WWI and settled terms, were the only group to get everything they ask for 

especially control of Germany and Palestine. Woodrow Wilson was horrified at how cruel their behavior was to a people 

who gave them asylum and citizenship just prior in 1906 after their failed attempt at a successful revolution in Russia. 

Wilson (bearing false-witness for the Zionists) gets credit for the forming of the League of Nations, but this is a typical ‘behind 

the scenes’ cover-up using others as front-runners by the Jews who were the real people pushing the idea. (Similar to when 

America had a flood of new department stores opened, bearing false names like Rich’s or Osco’s etc. The owners hid their Jewish identities, so the 

Goyim would shop their- they were all Jewish-owned).  



 The great Henry Ford years prior to WWI published much reading material on this behavior and in the 1920’s. 

Additionally, he began alerting people to the horrors occurring within Germany after WWI and how unfair and cruel the 

treatment of German (Christian) population truly was. Churchill (part Jewish & Freemason) and FDR (Freemason) were both in 

line with a New World Order and worked right alongside the International Jews. Nevertheless, bearing-witness to their 

unexpected level of brutality, we have quotes and writings from these two men referring to how cruel the Jewish treatment 

was, considering the Germans were a hard-working law-abiding people who weren’t hurting anyone.  

              *Ford accurately predicted Jews causing WWI & its results (including the treatment of Germans) and WWII. 

        - Download his writings (warning: much Jewish hatred expressed) on redeemingtruth.com 

 Years later John F. Kennedy gave a speech on these types of concealment cover-ups relating to the Jews 

calling-out their behavior ruthless; but he was murdered shortly after. His murder plot was orchestrated adjacent 

to a Masonic Lodge. To add insult and display a warning to others, there’s a memorial at the location of his 

murder and the Masons constructed a flame which never stops burning (they probably feed it propane) which’s a clear 

signal the murder was committed by the Enlightened One’s. We also witness this flame in the Olympics and being 

held by ISIS/Aphrodite as she’s known to commoners as the Statue of Liberty. 

      “No country in history had ever been so good to the Jews,” said Freedman a Jew. Whereupon, we’ll now further 

discuss the stab in the back, which Hitler commonly mentioned by the W.J.O. (World Jewish Org.) and Zionist Congress. 
(founded by Rothschild in 1889) 

       Signed the Balfour Declaration w/Britain & Also Max Warburg (part owner of the U.S. Federal Reserve which owns 

America [Jewish]) stole $5 million of golds from a German bank in Hamburg and gave it to Lenin & Bolsheviks (Jewish 

Communists) accomplish victory in the Russia Revolution in 1917. Jacob Schiff (also part-owner of the U.S. Federal Reserve 

[Jewish]) also donated $20 million of his own fortune to bribe the Russian Oligarchs. When in power the immediately 

tortures&killed 200,000 Christian Priests&Clergy. Tens of thousands of them were crucified all through Russia. Another 

500,000 were eventually tortured in killed. By 1991 60-100 million were killed 99% Christians. How is it we never here 

about this! This is bigger than the story of Jesus and the Apostles being murdered!! 

      W. Wilson placed Brandeis President who was also President of the World Zion Corporation on the Supreme Court. 

               Free speech is absolutely vital for scholarly research and for Rational Risk Management to minimize risk to 

Humanity. Why has denying the Holocaust been made a crime that sends you away to prison (5yrs.) in 11 countries? 

Obviously, someone doesn’t want the truth exposed and realizes the people of Europe knew this was false. Many people 

in those countries oppose the ‘now documented’ (without proven facts, only declares by media) version of 20th century 

history. Germany has paid out over 200 billion dollars!! So-called Holocaust survivors are still receiving 1,000 p/month. 

        Our television is clearly not free speech as government is forced to scan everything first. They pound the Holocaust 

on us because of the proof against it. 70 yrs. later we continue to see it every day. How selfish and disgraceful to at least 

not mention 100 million+ Christians that died only because the Rothchild’s (& bloodline families) wanted the federal banks 

of Russia and Germany + they desired to eliminate Christianity.  



AFTER THEIR FAILED TAKE-OVER OF THE 

RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT IN THE 1905 RUSSIAN 

REVOLUTION, THE JEWS WERE AWARDED 

ASYLUM IN GERMANY WHERE THE GERMANS 

IMPLEMENTED THE FIRST CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS 

THAT CATAPULTED JEWS INTO HIGH 

PROFESSION POSITIONS. (ONLY COUNTRY IN 

WORLD TO DO THIS FOR THE JEWISH). IF THEY 

ONLY KNEW THE JEWS WERE PLANNING ON 

TORTURING MILLIONS AND STARTING 

GULAGS WHERE MILLIONS OF ANYBODY 

CLAIMING TO BE CHRISTIAN WERE SENT, AS 

THEY DID IN 1917.  

264 OUT OF 284 JEWISH BOLSHEVIKS THAT 

WOULD MAKE-UP THE NEW SOVIET MARIST 

REGIME WERE STAYING IN N.Y.C. AND WALL-

STREET POWER-BROKERS PAID FOR THEIR 

TRANSPORTATION BACK INTO RUSSIA, 

INCLUDING LENIN (TYPICAL FRONT-MAN, 

BUT LATER WE LEARNED HE WAS PART 

JEWISH)  PRESIDENT WOODROW WILSON 

SUPPLIED AMERICAN TROOPS TO SHIELD 

THEM FROM RUSSIAN CIVILIANS FIGHTING 

BACK (CERTAINLY NOT MENTIONED IN 

AMERICAN SCHOOLS). 

KARL MARX WAS SON OF A RABBI AND HE AND HIS 

WIFE DERIVED FROM A LONG LINE OF 

KABBALISTIC RABBI’S. HE WROTE A BOOK ON 

WORLD DOMINATION AND ENSLAVING THE 

GOYIM (CATTLE) A GENTILE WORD USED FOR 

CHRISTIANS; CALLED ZIONISM. MODERN 

AMERICANS FAIL TO REALIZE THE DUAL-CITIZENS 

IN THEIR GOV. CALLED ZIONISTS WERE GIVING 

CITIZENSHIP IN 2000, RIGHT BEFORE ALL THE 

FALSE-FLAG ATTACKS IN THE USA BEGAN. 

 In 1989 plaque at Auschwitz was changed from 4 million 

Jewish deaths to 1.5 million - still false, however, why has the 

number of 6 million not gone down to 3.5? I’ve now seen many 

Jewish sources that say just 1million at Auschwitz, which is still 

ridiculous. They weren’t being murdered it was a relocation effort. 

They killed well over one hundred-thousand Germans within their 

own county after the Germans treated them better than any 

country before; all while knowing of the 44 banishments and 

attempt at installing Zionism/Communism in Russia Therefore, it 

would be justified but the Germans and Hitler were pussies 

more than anything. They never would’ve engaged in genocide. 

Hitler was extremely involved in politics all throughout the world. 

They were Aryan Christians. When Roman Catholic took over the 

had the Aryan Christians who used the swastika and cross were 

eliminated from the Roman Empire. However, from 1933-1940 

2,500 Catholic & Protestant churches were built in Germany 

Never in warfare has a military targeted another w/o the enemy 

being able to view them. Much controversy arose when 

submarines and shells that were shot from miles away were 

utilized in war. And never did a military directly target civilians, 

especially when the Church ruled but now the Jews took over. 

(starting w/the Reformation but solidified w/the 100% 

orchestrated by Rothschild French Revolution where 50,000 

Christians were slaughtered in the streets of Paris. 

THE MOST EVIL AND DISGUSTING GENOCIDE IN THE 

HISTORY OF MANKIND occurred when British and American 

bombers began carpet bombing German Civilians. The Germans 

were the most productive race and must be eliminated. Many 

Romanesque buildings and most of the world’s great Cathedrals 

of the Middle-Ages (larger scale building projects than the Roman 

Empire and Proving Vatican City didn’t horde everyone’s cash for 

themselves as the Amazing buildings were constructed everywhere, in people home towns) resided within the borders of 

Germany. These buildings were bombed into rubble as decapitated statues of Jesus lay all over the grounds and Priest 

burnt to death in the sanctuaries; the true Holocaust as this word means burnt offering to God, a sacrifice. Entire cities, 

people homes, men women and children were burnt to death by incendiary carpet bombing. 

         America (who has so many great war stories and heroic soldiers who’ll live in infamy) role in WWII was the highest degree of 

disgusting acts ever created in the history of mankind. I who loved our triumphs and oved our soldiers have become so 

infuriated with this. 

Thomas Edison- Interest is an invention of Satan 

Benjamin Franklin- Don’t let the Jews in America, they will place an economic stranglehold over the country 

Andrew Jackson, Thomas Jefferson & General Grant (originally supported) all spoke & wrote concerning cruel Jewish 

behavior. 

 

Harry Elmer Barnes American historian supports the Jews: 

         Taught at Columbia University (Ivy league) and wrote a book with much information consisting of undeniable proof of 

his claims called Revisionism and Brainwashing. This was a holocaust denial but his career in proper historical records 

and writings begins far before this period. Through his position at Columbia and his prodigious scholarly output he was a 



highly regarded historian. He was known for his wide reading using vast amount of quantities before writing his historical 

facts. He received his own PhD at Columbia back in 1918. He was still there when the Nation Historical Board refused his 

anti-German literature during WWI because it was too violent and more propaganda than facts to be recorded into history. 

His awakening:           After this is where his deep research before writing began and his anti-German view changed. Actually, 

he now becomes vehement that Germany had absolutely no responsibility for the outbreak of WWI. Putting most the 

blame on the Franco-Russian alliance he afterwards felt more responsibility in researching what he wrote so he traveled to 

Europe and began meeting with former German and Austrian officials to hear their side. Barnes even met with Wilhelm II 

in The Netherlands who appreciated an American knew the truth but told him although the Franco-Russian alliance and 

England were much to blame, but that the International Jews (and Freemasons) were more to blame because of their 

massive efforts to destroy Christianity and National identities, which we now know has led all the way to globalization 

and the destruction of both. 

        In 1980, he was attacked by an American Jewish Author Lucy Dawidowicz. She obtained a B.A. at Hunter College 

in English but was then strongly influenced by her mentor Jacob Shatzky (Jew) to travel to Poland, where his contacts 

placed her in a position at a supposedly ‘scientific research center’ (thus, the international Jew strikes again). At the urging of 

Shatsky, she began to learn Yiddish and focus on Jewish history, which always seem to be based on revising Christian 

history to the benefit of Jews ( after the betrayal full of lies, they even claim that it’s they who are the victim so the stupid 

Christians themselves contribute more of their lies discrediting themselves and their ancestors in the process). Media and 

lies are obviously more powerful than intelligence and Christian morals. The Christian morals would win if discussed 

about with unified Christians, but I don’t see the unity. The Catholic Church possessed unity, but the Reformation put 

an end to that. There’s also no secret the Reformation was the first great modern propaganda campaign as the Jew’s 

utilized the new invention of the printed press, but that’s another 20pg. of facts displayed in the 25pg. Christian Book of 

Truth on redeemingtruth.comLiving in Poland at the outbreak of WWII, Lucy was well aware the Jews were no friend of 

the Nazi’s. However, naturally throughout the course of the war, and this she admits, she was not aware ‘the now full 

extent’ of the atrocities. So even though being present she begins receiving her education on this after Germany was 

defeated by the Communists. Now she began writing books { never with research outside Zionist circles as any credible 

historian does } on the newly called Holocaust and this is where she discredits Barnes. 
 The Center for the Study of the Causes of War was pseudo-historical think tank program post WWI, based in 

Berlin. It’s impossible for one to discredit any of their facts without revising true history no matter how much  

40+ X’s mentioning the sared Kabbalist # of 6 millions going to be sacrificed BEFORE 

THE WAR; beginning in the 1800’s the were attempting to make this occur 

The Red Cross performed regular inspections of all German camps throughout World 

War II.  

After American troops showed the German women civilians lamp-shades supposedly 

made of human-skin (Jewish Skin) the women laughed and couldn’t believe the 

Americans were claiming their husbands were doing this while they weren’t with 

them. It was completely unrealistic to them. 

A few years later, the State of Israel officially admits the lamp-shades were goat skin 

and a hoax attempted, but too elaborate to work.  

Nevertheless, their still exists American citizens who believe this hoax. Once they admit one lie 

like this, why would anyone believe anything else. The entire World War 2 story is only relayed by the Jewish/Freemason side in the U.S.A. 



 

investigation is put into what they conclude. Unless however, coming from a non-factual Jewish source as in America 

they are plenty. We must investigate the sources of the news we hear. 



Paul Rassinier  

         Was a French historian who helped smuggle Jews to safety in WWII. This man was no friend of war being a pacifist 

and political activist. He was placed in a military prison for his refusal to fight. He joined the Communist Party at age 16 

but was quickly expelled, not agreeing w/their principles. In 1940 became a head member of the French Resistance Party 

against the Nazi’s. Caught smuggling Jews over the Swiss border, he was arrested by the Gestapo and placed in a 

concentration camp at Buchenwald. Returning to France at wars end, he was decorated by the French government for his 

works in the Resistance. Being trained in history he starts documenting his experience and researching the Holocaust, I 

mean concentration camps. He saw himself piles of dead bodies being cremated ‘after rounded up and brought to the 

camp’. Furthermore, a high death rate inside the camp (by 1944) caused by insufficient food, (allied bombing which directly 

targeted the camps supply lines to kill off prisoners)- confirmed by innumerable soldiers,  heavy workload, small amount of 

medication and pneumonia. Afterwards, in the American Mercury he published Zionist Fraud. Any truthful intelligent 

person would be unable to believe the so-called Holocaust after reading this and then investigating his claims.  

          He writes that : “Then I realized a false picture of the German Camps had been created.” ”Many of the deportees 

were communists responsible for international thinking to such an erroneous conclusion. I suddenly felt that by remaining 

silent, I was an accomplice to dangerous influences.”_” The Holocaust exaggeration campaign with the frailty of 

historical process.”_1950- “It was still too soon to pronounce a definite judgement on the existence of gas chambers in the 

camps, documents were wanting, and those that existed were incomplete, inexact and obviously apocryphal  or falsified.”  

           In 1964 he wrote The Drama of the European Jews.  "With regard to gas chambers, the almost endless procession 

of false witnesses and of falsified documents to which I have invited the reader's attention during this long study, proves, 

nevertheless, only one thing: never at any moment did the responsible authorities of the Third Reich intend to order, or in 

fact order, the extermination of the Jews in this or any other manner. Did such exterminations take place without orders? 

This question has haunted me for fifteen years." 

David Hogan  

        wrote regarding the outbreak in 1939 in his published book- The Forced War, The Myth of the Six Million. 

 

 

Robert Faurrison  

          was another prominent French professor. Working from at University of Lyon, he wrote letters to Le Monde 

upset history was being taught consisting of gas chambers that didn’t exist.  

Although the league of Zionist’s were claiming, and after proven by scientists a lie, because of their control over media 

they unbelievably still are claiming Zyklon B a cyanide pesticide was used in Auschwitz late in 1944 before wars end. Of 

course the Jewish leaders now admit 3-4 million Jews weren’t murdered there and switched that number to only 1 million 

(still false), however, the original claim of 6 million total, once again unbelievably making no sense at all, has stayed at 6 

million. 

         Let’s review the Auschwitz records- 150,000 Christian Polish ▪23,000 Romani (gypsies) ▪ 13,000 Soviet P.O.W.’s ▪ 

400 Jehovah Witness’s ▪ 144 known escapee’s who never saw gas chambers or predominantly large numbers of Jews 

being murdered ▪  Although not proven as fact, we do have maybe as much as a few hundred-thousand unaccounted for. If 

true most of them most likely survivors who records got lost in relocation at wars end. Proper estimates would have the 

numbers much lower anyhow and if so, they’re possibly all Jewish survivors whose records were ‘lost’ on purpose by the 

Zionists. The latter of these would definitely make the most sense, but unlike the Jews I don’t write events not proven as 

fact nevermind purposely write lies having no respect for the dignity of mankind and respect towards his history. 

 

Arthur Butz  



            was a respected professor at Northwestern Univ. And he wrote The Hoax of the Twentieth Century.  

the book…... 

               German concentration camps did really exist but the whole world knows that they were not original or unique to 

the Germans. Crematorium ovens have also existed in certain of these camps, but incineration is no more offensive than 

criminal  burial. The crematorium ovens even constitute progress from the sanitary point of view where there was a risk of 

epidemics. Typhus ravaged the whole of wartime Europe. (huge problem in WWI) The majority of corpses which are shown 

to us in photos are clearly the corpses of typhus victims. (Later many proven to be fakes) These photos illustrate the fact 

that the internees-and sometimes the guards-died of typhus. They prove nothing other than this. To exploit the fact that the 

Germans at times used crematorium ovens is not very honest. In asserting this one counts on the repulsion or feeling of 

unease and disquiet felt by people accustomed to burial and not to incineration. Imagine an oceanic population 

accustomed to burning its dead. Tell such a people that you bury your own and you will appear a kind of savage. Perhaps 

they would even suspect that in Europe persons "more or less alive" are placed in the earth! One displays one's complete 

dishonesty when in the same way, one presents as homicidal "gas chambers" the fumigation chambers (autoclaves) which 

were in reality used for the disinfecting of garments by gas. This never clearly formulated accusation has now been almost 

totally abandoned, but in certain museums or in certain books we are still confronted with a photo of one of these 

autoclaves, sited at Dachau, with an American soldier in front, about to decipher the time-table for gassings. 

 

        Another form of gassing really existed in the German camps: this is the fumigation of buildings by gas to exterminate 

vermin. For this purpose the renowned Zyklon B was used, around which a fantastic legend has been built up. Zyklon B, 

whose license goes back to 1922,[3] is still used today, notably for the disinfecting of furniture, of barracks, of silos, of 

ships, but also for the destruction of fox burrows or of pests of all kinds. It is very dangerous to handle for, as the letter 

"B" indicates, it is "Blausaure" ("blue" acid or prussic acid or hydrocyanic acid). In passing, it is worth noting that the 

Soviets, misunderstanding the significance of this letter, accused the Germans of having killed deportees with Zyklon A 

and with Zyklon B![5] 

                                       Scientists have performed tests and research – All outside of American/Jewish payrolls agree 

Research the Holodomor – the Holocaust in Ukraine Committed by Jews on Christian 

The Greek genocide was funded by the Jewish Bankers 

Just a few more trustworthy sources below 

_More prominent sources to read from…. 

 

Fred Leutcher – Travel to Poland and doubtlessly proves the gas chamber myth. Incredibly difficult and a full day 

process of dangerous means simply to gas one person-they didn’t have the facilities to gas hundreds by wars end never 

mind millions – that;s simply a unbelievable ridiculous claim only the most unintelligent people could believe.  

 Colone A.H. Rosenfeld 

 

   Wilhelm Staglich          >   All give proof Holocaust was a scam to 

                                             For a NWO. 100 Million! Christians 

Richard E. Harwood          were killed by the end of WWII &  

                                             60-100Million for systematically 

                                             murdered, many were Priests that 

                                              Crucified behind the Iron Curtain.     

David Irving – media has made-up plenty of silly lies trying to discredit this man                

Michael S. King 



Kevin Barret 

Tex Marres 

   

Straight from the Jews themselves 

Just one of many examples below 

Here is what the ultra-Othodox Neturi Karta anti-Zionist Jewish sect say’s about the political Zionists and how they 

exploit anti-Semitism 

          It is openly stated in books written by the founders of Zionism that the means by which they planned to establish a 

state was by instigating anti-Semitism, and undermining the security of the Jews in all the lands of the world, until they 

would be forced to flee to their state. And thus they did – They intentionally infuriated the German people (held back food 

imports causing over 100,000 to starve to death or commit suicide!!) fanned the flames of Nazi hatred, and they helped 

the Nazis, with trickery and deceit, to take whole Jewish communities off to the concentration camps, and the Zionists 

themselves admit this. (See the books Perfidy, Min Hameitzor, etc.). The Zionists continue to practice his strategy today. 

They incite anti-Semitism and then they present themselves as the ‘saviors’. Here are two replies given by Leaders of the 

Zionists during World War II, when they were asked for money to help ransom Jews from the Nazis. Greenbaum said 

“One cow in Palestine is worth more than all the Jews in Poland.”  

Weitzman said, “The most important part of the Jewish people is already in the land (of Israel) and those who are left, are 

unimportant”  

 

The founder of Zionism Theodor Herzl is reported to have said: 

             “It is essential that the suffering of Jews … becomes worse … this will assist in (the) realization of our plans . . . I 

have an excellent idea … I shall induce anti-semites to liquidate Jewish wealth … The anti-semites will assist us thereby 

in that they will strengthen the persecution and oppression of Jews. The anti-semites shall be our best friends.” 

Albert Einstein in 1950 published the following statement on the question of Zionism. This speech was originally given to 

the National Labor Committee for Palestine, in New York, on April 17, 1938 but republished by Einstein after Israel’s 

creation. 

           “I should much rather see reasonable agreement with the Arabs on the basis of living together in peace than the 

creation of a Jewish state. Apart from the practical considerations, my awareness of the essential nature of Judaism resists 

the idea of a Jewish state with borders, an army, and a measure of temporal power no matter how modest. I am afraid of 

the inner damage Judaism will sustain — especially from the development of a narrow nationalism within our own ranks, 

against which we have already had to fight without a Jewish state.” 

    Don’t forget the Armenian Genocide where the Rothchild’s paid the Turks to have the capability of the genocide. 1.5 

million Christians were murder through the world’s first ever Christian country. After they began wiping out the Greeks. 

Eventually 3.5 million Christians were tortured to death. Why don’t we see this on tv? 

 

 

Fact-   (the Jews already lived in Warsaw in a section called the Ghetto) 

      In Poland all through the war the Jewish people still had a whole section of Warsaw. They were allowed to buy 

passports. They were able to travel out of there. They’re so non-Christian that the Jews in charge of this element of society 

jacked up the prices tenfold so many just couldn’t afford it. Not to mention most didn’t want to leave. They knew they 

weren’t being killed. Most in/around Poland were all very poor Jewish people who lived what we’d consider now filthy, 

that’s why the prominent Jews in Israel ,U.S; England didn’t want them. The German wouldn’t kill them-off to complete 

their sacrifice or ‘Holocaust’. President Nixon warned us - :they own absolutely all media in America. We must recognize 

this force.”  Now they eliminate any news so-called ‘antisemitic’ coming from other countries!”  



e.g, the worldly anti-Israel protests arming ISIS and invading south Syria. 

  Not portrayed as such in U.S 

THEY ETHINICALLY CLEANSED ENTIRE TOWNS IN SYRIA AND MORE IN PALESTINE AND 

TRANSPORTED ALL THE MUSLIMS INTO EUROPE. 

  There’s a war happening Europeans who fight back are being thrown in Prison or repelled  by NATO now operating 

inside Europe as a police state – View News Video Homepage Of redeemingtruth.com  

    

   Original, but the story was so ridiculous they reduced number but somehow the 6 million total remained, now they 

numbers been reduced again to 1 million which remains s gross estimate, plus most were non-Jews. 

 

A real photo of workers at Auschwitz; they ate lovely. In the Zionist owned camps, they starved 

Following page is written in 1919 and is one of dozens of Jewish tales of a sacrifice of 6 million 

 

In 2012 The Red Cross Finally Allows their WWII records to be View After Years of threats & Pressure from the Zionist 

Congress (formed in 1889 by Rothschild), International Bankers, and Both the World’s Super-Powers. Turns-out Hitler gave the 

Jews had their own special luxury camps. Most deaths were due to no food from Allied bombing, number is below…  



Dismantling entire camps & rebuilding in late 1944 

at wars end??   This, is why no surviving P.O.W.’s  

were witnesses, to these horrors??              

Germany was losing territory & short on supplies 

after 1942. 

  Truth- already being aware the Jewish leaders 

would let everyone else die & only care about 

themselves; not to mention, would exploit this falsely via 

media – they were actually given their very own higher-

grade camps with luxuries & freedoms the travel, which 

none of the Christians had. These stories weren’t even 

taught until 1948! 
[Cite your source here.] 

In true scholarship it’s not considered reliable or factual evidence when referring to a first-hand account, if the 

witness is telling the story to receive funds through organizations, television media, etcetera. Although, claiming to be all 

murdered, every Jewish person living in Europe throughout WWII: receives $1,000 p/month for claiming to be in the 

Holocaust. 

 

In 2017 there remains Jews who were born between 1933-1945 within the 3rd Reich Territory at its max in 1942. 

(incl. N. Africa, if-so resided here for 1 month in 1933 they somehow qualify), requiring current German citizens to deliver them 

a portion of their paychecks.{reparations of the treaty giving us control of Germany until 2099. More than a few years, was always considered 

                             unjust, even for your most hated enemies. Once the Jews had the power, they showed no prestige with dignity               

                                       & then took the country for over a century. Hard-working smart people in Germany can produce them much cash}. 

We're told housing barracks and torture chambers were removed before visits. (Fact - the Red Cross- performed regular 

inspections). Then the Germans simply rebuilt the barracks and brought in more prisoners, although we’re only required 

to care about the minority of Jewish prisoners; because if true – it’s far worse than 100 million Christians losing their 

lives. We're told Gas Chambers weren't built until war's end yet succeeded gassing millions.(Impossible if built in 1939). We're 

told they practically constructed a new city out in the forest by Treblinka, which housed well over a million Prisoners.(Supposedly all Jews!). 

However, as the Red Army approached, the Nazi’s had used so much explosives, (conventional), that not even a single 

small piece of concrete has ever been located. Germans gassed them all & buried them! Then, dug-up all 1 million & burned them so we 

can’t find evidence– what?! 
There's many more absolutely ridiculous statements involving the so-called Holocaust and events in WWII. On 

the contrary, when Red Cross workers finally can't take the 

abusive lies and grow the courage in 2012 to release the 

official number of deaths – the world doesn't listen. 

271,000

 
A photograph of Jewish children in the Theresienstadt 

ghetto taken during an inspection by the International Red Cross. Prior to this visit, the ghetto was "beautified" in order to 

deceive the visitors. Czechoslovakia, June 23, 1944. — Comite International de la Croix Rouge …….according to the Ho

       
Succumbing to pressure following the deportation of Danish Jews 

to Theresienstadt, the Germans permitted representatives from the Danish Red 

Cross and the International Red Cross to visit in June 1944. It was all an elaborate hoax. The Germans intensified 

deportations from the ghetto shortly before the visit, and the ghetto itself was "beautified." Gardens were planted, houses 

painted, and barracks renovated…Once the visit was over, the Germans resumed deportations from Theresienstadt, which 

did not end until October 1944.……….Holocaust Encyclopedia (a one-sided non-factual fantasy account) 

 

Simply state the facts, truths, 

& what our eyes clearly 

witness….and say it’s not 

true!   As the Germans 

worked diligently to supply 

the most luxuries camps in 

history…the Antichrist 

delivers stories of barbaric 

torture & genocide. No Pride! 

 

 

https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005424
https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/media_ph.php?ModuleId=10007463&MediaId=6600
https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/gallery.php?ModuleId=10007463&MediaType=PH
https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/media_fi.php?ModuleId=10007463&MediaId=234


 


